Pakistan’s badminton number one Palwasha Bashir speaks at IoBM’s PakTalk

Pakistan’s badminton sensation was in the limelight at the PakTalk conference held at the Institute of Business Management, Karachi as the 28 year-old athlete spoke to the youth about importance of Sports in life.

The bronze-medal winner for Pakistan in the Asian Games 2010 said that all the people should be indulged in one Sport or another to maintain a healthy lifestyle.

The national number one was also critical of media for giving less exposure to Sports like Badminton and giving all the limelight to the most famous Sport of the country Cricket.

“One thing I want to convey to the media is that they should start giving more coverage to Sports like Badminton. All the coverage is given to Cricket, while after achieving so much for the country, we hardly get any exposure.” Palwasha Bashir said in the conference.

The event also had ODI Cricket’s first hat-trick taker Jalaluddin as guest-speaker, who also encouraged the participants to get involved in different Sports. The right-arm pace bowler gave different insights to the young audience present in the conference.

The special guest of the event however was the nine year-old Hasham Hadi, who broke the World Record for scoring most number of points in Scrabble. The young boy is set to be featured in the 2016 edition of The Guinness Book of World Records.